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fanatic is not applied to professors
of religion only how was it with
dr morse when shut up in the attic
of an old building in baltimorabaltimore for
more than a year with a little wire
stretched round thetha room experi-
mentingmefiting upon it with his battery he
told a friend that by means of that
hebe could sit there and talk to con-
gress in washington was hebe not
considered a fanatic and wild and
crazy certainly hohe was and so it
was with robert fulton when he
was conducting his experiments with
steam and endeavoring to apply it so
as to propel a vessel through the
water and all great discoverers in
art science or mechanism have been
denounced as fanatics and crazy and
it has beebeenn declared by their contem-
porariesporaries that they did not know what
they were saying and they were
thought to be almost as wild and
incoherent as the generality of the
people now think george francis
train to be

I1 will tell you who the real fanatics
are they are they who adopt false
principles and ideas as facts and try
to establish a superstructure upon a
false foundation they are the
fanatics and however ardent and
zealous they may be they may reason
or argue on false premises till dooms-
day and the result will be false if
our religion is of this charcharacteracter we
want to know it we would like to
find a philosopher who can prove it
to us we are called ignorant so
weve are but what of it are not all
ignorant I1 rather think so who
can tell us of the inhabitants of this
little planet that shines of an evening
called the moon when we view its
face we may see what is termed the
man in the moon and what some
philosophers declare aroaraare the shadows
of mountains but these sayings are
very vague and amount to nothing
and when you inquire about the

inhabitants of that sphere you find
that the mostlearnedmost learned are as ignorant
in regard to themtham as the most
ignorantinorant of their fellows so it is
svithith regard to the inhabitants of the
sun do you think it is inhabited
I1 rather think it is do you think
there is any life there no question
of it it was not made in vain itjt
was mademado to give light to those who
dwell upon it and to other pianetaplanetaplanets
and so will this earth when it is
celestialized every planet in its
first rude organic state receives not
the glory of god upon it butbat is
opaque but when celestialized every
planet that god brings into existence
is a body of light but not till then
christ is the light of this planerplanetpianerpianet
god gives light to our eyes did
you ever think who gave you the
power of seeing who organized
these little globulesglobuletglobules in our headsbeads and
formed the nervenerves running to the
brain and gavegate us the power of
distinguishing a circle from a square
an upright from a level large from
small white from black brown from
gray and so on did you acquire
this faculty by your own power
did any of youyon impart this power to
me or itoI1 to you not at all thenthan
where did we getgotgol it from from a
superior being when I1 think of
these few little things with regard to
the organization of the earth and the
people of thetb earth howhov curious and
how singular it is and yet how
harmonious and beautiful are natures
laws and the work of god goes
forward and who can hinder it or
who can stay his hand now that hohe
has commenced his kingdom

this brings us right back to this
gospel god has commenced his
kingdom on the earth how intri-
cate it is and howbow difficult for a man
to understand if he be not enlightened
by the spirit of god how can wowe
undwatandundaratand it 0 we have nothing


